Rope Access

Our rope access division offers safe, accurate, and cost effective testing and inspections. We make safety a priority by having all of our technicians receive advanced training and "work at heights" certifications. Our quality assurance program continually monitors our rope access equipment and observes our technician’s safety practices on an ongoing basis. As established members of SPRAT we have earned an excellent reputation in the industry. Not only do our technicians maintain high standards but hold other licenses, certifications and credentials which include professional engineering and advanced NDT certifications. ATS adheres to the ASTM E2505-07 standard which is the Industrial Rope Access Standard.

We serve a broad range of industries including commercial building, construction, power, wind energy, chemical, petrochemical, and pulp and paper. Common requests and services include inspections of infrastructure like bridges, boilers, tanks, wind towers, blade inspections, and off-shore platforms.

Specialties:
- Tank inspections
- Stack/Column inspections
- Structural evaluations
- Engineering evaluations
- Fall assessment evaluations
- Fall protection & lifeline Certification
- NDT & Fall Protection training
Industrial Rope Access

Our certified rope access staff of NDT professionals provides quality inspection services to a broad range of industry sectors throughout the US and abroad. Inspections are performed by highly trained technicians certified IAW SNT-TC-1A, NAS410 & CP189.

The ATS Difference

ATS Rope Access Department Procedures are unprecedented as ATS requires a SPRAT level III to oversee every aspect of rigging and an ATS Consulting Engineer that is an expert in OSHA anchorage regulations to identify each safety line attachment.

- Simplifying Inspections with Rope Access
- Safely Access Areas in Minutes
- Access Questionable Roofs
- Dramatic Scaffolding Savings

ATS, founded in 1967 and headquartered in Marietta, GA is one of North America’s leading consulting engineering firms with extensive testing and inspection capabilities delivering a combination of experience, professionalism and decisive responsiveness for our clients.